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By M. Holt ... . ..- .-

SUMMARY
.—

Test’s were mad-e to determine the column strength
of extruded magnesiUm alloy AM-57’S .

-... ..--
Column specimens

were tested with round ends and with flat ends. It
was found that the compressive Properties should b_e._j.~

—— .—
--- +

used in computations for column strengths rather. t!?an _
the tensile properties because the compress-ive yield

.–-
...—

strength was approximately one-half the tensile yield
strength. A formula for the :column strength of magne– ‘--”--”---
sium alloy AM-57S, based. on the test results, is given - .-.—_. —
herein. .—

,. ,.

INTRODUC’I?ION — —

.-. +,.
Inquiries have been received fo? i~formatio~. ‘? _-.==-

the column strength of magnesium alloys, Par*icular+Y
that of AM-575. Since there were: no”test daka avail-

___.=

able for verifying the computed curves of co”lumn
......_.— “-:—.

strength for the various alloys, the” investigation de– -.—
scribed herein was under tak~n” in order to ‘et ermine ‘“.
the column. strength of extruded magnesiw alloy N4–57S. --

-. .

. . MATERIAL AND SPECIMENS
—-—-- .

The material used. in this investigation was magne–
sium alloy AM-57S having the’ followi~g nominal chemical
composition:

.-..-.. .:
. —. >.H=—

.—-

. . . . . .—

per cent ._<
——, — . — - :“.i _
Aluminum 6.5

-.-, .-i
,.

Manganese 1“
.2 minimum ..-.

:-
-, .-

Zino ●8 maximum

Magnes ium I rest
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The material w~s’ furnished i.n the “form of extruded
angle (2+ by 2* lJy 1/4 in. ) in the ‘as-oxtruded]f condi—
tion. The seven pieces furnished were cut into speci-
mens as indicated in figure 1. “.The letter in the 6peci-

men number indicates the type of– test to be made on the
piece. The letter & designates a compressive specimen
used to aet ermine the com~ressive properties of the
material. The specimen is a short piece of the full sec–
tion with the length such that the slenderness ratio of
the specimen is 10. The letter T designates a tensile
specimen used to determine the tegsile ~roperties of the
material. Standard flat tens”ile specimens (reference 1,
fig. 2) 1/2 inch wide were but from one leg of the angle,
The letter R indicates a column specimen tested with
the condition of round ends, and the letter 1? indicates
a column specimen tested with the condition of flat ends.
All the column specimens were lengths of the full sect-ion.

The tensile properties of tha material as determined
by the standard tensile -t are given in table 1. These
values are a little less than those considered typical
(see reference 2) for-this material and indicate a range
of about 10 percent in the values of yield strength (off-
set = 0.2 percent). The stress–strain relations were ob-
tainecl with a !lemplin autographic .extensomet=er (reference 3}.

The compressive yield str”eng&s (offset = 0,2 percent)
of the various pieces of matei”ial ‘as determined by testing
the compressive speoimeris between the fixedh,eads of the

“ testing machine are also shown in ‘table 1. These “values
are considerably l_o.werthan those considered typical’ “for
the material, The relations between stress and sttdih”
from tihich these values of yield siren”gth were determined
were obtained by measuring the relative movement of the
heads of the testing machine with dial’ gages at the four
Corn.ei-s of the bearing heads. The. yielding of the ma–
terial at stresses near the yield ~trength occurred by
short quick jerks accompa~~ed by chattering sounds. It
is known that stress-strain relations determined in this
way do no”t give accura”te stress-strain curves, but the
curves have the same characteri&tics as the correct stress-
strain curves; that is, they indicate correctly the yield
strength -d the gene~a.1 shape of the curve. This type
of curve has been found satisfactory for use with alumi-
num alloys and, in view of the very flat curve obtained
for magnesium alloy AW-57S in the region of the permanent
set used to define the yie~d strength, this type of curve
should be as satisfactory for dete~mining the yield strengthe
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aS more precise stress-strain relations. yi~re 2 sh~ws
the stress-shortening ,curve for s~ec.itie~ 3C~ which is..
typica> of the curties “for the group o:f“~‘specimens.” The
Iilbasured.straths were multiplied by a common factor so
that” ‘the initial slopel would equal the “generally ‘ac’&_
value of the” modulus OT elasticity, 6,500,000 yo.unds yea
square incbc

The stress-strain .c.urves for .%oth tension and com–
press ion indicate rather low values of “proportional limit,
heiiween 4000 and 6000 pounds per square, inch. The corn- “
pressive yield strengths are oqly abo~~ one-half as great

‘as the tensile yield strengths, .!lm.sil’estress—strain
--. ——.

curves are not included. ‘

The ends of the column specimen8 were finished flat
and parallel by turning the specimens on an arbor in a
lathe. The specimens a$p further describedl-in table f~.

..—

The areas were ”calculated from the weight ati”dlength of
the specimens and the nominal specific gravity of the
material, which is 0s064’7 pound per cubic inch. -The
crookedness was measured by inserting thickness gages be—
.twee~ the specimen and a surface plate. Specimen 8J? showed

. the greatest crookedness, with a ratio of length L to
“crookedness e of 1360:1.

It should be pointed out in connection with this in-
vestigation using-AM-=5’7S alloy that this alloy has been
found under some conditions to, be susceptible to stre3s”-
corrosion cracking. If this alloy is. exposed to a corro–
sive medium under conditions in which the exposed surfitces ‘“ ‘“
are subjected to steady tensi,le stresses greater than about
one-quarter of the yield strength, fracture may occur in
a time short enough to render the metal structurally un-
satisfactory. Protection %y painting will prolong the
life of the metal but will not entirely prevent cracking
where conditions are severe.

High steady resiaual tensile stresses left by welri-
ing, severe cold-forming operations, faulty assembly of
misalined parts, or pressed-in bushings aypear to be the
most serious in producing stress—corrdsion oracking. !I!he
lower stresses ~roduced by normal service loads, particu-
larly hy intermittent service loadings, do not appear to
have any appreciable influence on the occurrence of strese
corrosion cracking, especially where the corrosive condi-
tions are not severe. Therefore, alloy AM-5’7S will probably

—
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be, entirely satisfactory for applications where ‘locked-uptl I
stresses are not present or are held to a value less than s
shout one--quarter- of the yield strength. l!lxyerience has
shown-that ‘this alloy has been satisfactory in many appli-
cations .,

METHOD OF COLUMN TESTING

The specimens marked ll~flwere tested as columns with
round ends. Th& special ball-bearing syher ical heads
were used with the 30,000 pound setup of an @sler test-
ing machine of 300,000-pound. capacity. These heads are

. known to have a low resistance to tipping. The specimens
were placed on the heads as centrally as possible. The
relative vertical movement of the heads was measured at
the four corners; and, unless the” four movements were
practically the same for the first few increments of load,

::1the specimen was shifted on the heads until equal mcve-
ments were. obtained. This procedure insured an axial ap-
plication of the load. The load was applied in increments
and the stress-shortening curve determined.

h

The specimens marked tiylrwere tested between the
fixed heads of the testing machine, This set of heads ii
does not necessarily fix the ends of the specimens since,
under .largo def-lections, the specimens could tip on the
heads . The stress-shortening rel~%ions were” also deter-

.—

mined for these specimens by measuring the relative move-
ment of the heads.

——.
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RESULTS “~ 1)ISCUSS ION

The stress-shortening relations of the Colllrn”nsPeci- .
mens are shown in figures 3 and 4. The initial slopes
of the curves are all practically equal. Specimen X .
was accidentally loaded to a stress of about 12,000
pounds per square inch before the test. It will he no–
ticed in figure 3 that the stress—shortening curve for
this specimen does not indicate a proportional lim~t as
the curves for the other specimens do. The effect of
this accidental load was studied during the test of speci-
men-ZR. This specimen was loaded to a stress of 12,000
pounds per square inch and the load—shortening curve de—
termined.. The load was then removed and the test rep”eated;- ‘-”
On the second loading, the stress-shortening relation is .
represented by a straight line parallel to the original
slope of the curve from the first loading. The ‘lo-a-d‘was
again renoved and reapplied. The stress–shortening rela–
tion for the third loading coincides with that determ-ined, .
for the second loading. The indication is that the pro–
portional limit can be raised by this method of working
the metal. The effect on the tensile properties was not

‘T determined.

In studyi~g the relation between the properties of.<
the material and the column strength, the stress–strain
relations were given consideration. Xrom the stress—
deformation data obtained with the dial gages, the rela-
tion between the stress and the tangent modulus of elas-
ticity was plotted as shown in figure 5. The values of
tangent modulus of elasticity plotted are merely the in–

. .

cremen%s of stress divided by the increments of strain
measured by the dial gages and ,SO adjusted that the -
initial slope of the stress-strain curve was 6,500,000
pounds per square inch.

!l!hestress-modulus relations show a great deal of
scatter; it should therefore be appreciated that there
would be consi~erable scatter between the column-test
results and a single aolumn curve derived from these data.
This scat,ter is shown in figure 6, in which the column””
curve was obtained by taking pairs of values of stress
and tangent modulus of elasticity from the curve of fig-
ure 5 and computing the corresponding vaLues of sZend.er-
ness ratio from Euler!s equation for column strengths

.—-.

—,—
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(1)

wh ere

P
z

average stress, pounds per square inch n

E mOdulus Of elasticity, pounds per square. iqgh __
-. -. -.. .-—

~ slenderness ratior —

K coefficient describing end conditions, taken as
1.00 for round ends and 0.50 for fixed ends

The a~~eement between the computed column strengths “and -
the actual test values is as gbod as could be expected
from a study of figure 5. For a“group of specimens with , .-
more nearly uniform stress—modulus relations, the agree-
ment between the test results and the coltin curve would
undoubtedly be better. .

Figure 6 shows two other curves also, namely:
(1) the curve of equation (1) using a constant value of
modulus of elasticity, and (2) the curve of the equation
for the column strength of raagnesium. alloys .givwn in ref–
erence 4, The latter equation is a modified Rankine-
Ilitter formula as follo~s:

wher e

Y

Q

c

column stren,gth, pounds yer square inch

yield strength, pounds per s,quare inch

~y \ - ““
Ritterts constant —

(c.% )

fixation coefficient
(

l\
F]

adilthe other quantities

are as defined in equatio,n (1)

..—

-.

}- U

>
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In these equations, the value of modulus of elasticity
has been taken equal to the nominal value, 6,500,000
pounds per square inch. It will be seen that, for very
long columns, the agreement between the test data and
the Euler curve is fair and, for short oolumns for which
the stresses exceed the elastic limit of.t-he material,
the discrepancies are on the unsafe side. Zquation (2)
giyes a curve that crosses the trend of the test data.
The computed values in the range of intermediate slender-
ness ratios are too low while the computed values’in the ‘-
range ,of long columns are too high.

r-

With the great difference between the properties in _
tension and compression, it would seem important to base
computations for column strengths on the compressive
properties of the material.

I!ENTATIW3 COLUlti I?ORMULA FOR AM-57S

A study of figure 6 indicates that each of the th-ree
column formulas plotted with the data has some disadvan-
tages for general use in design. The Euler curve in which
E is a constant and equal to the nominal.modulus of 61as-
ticity (E = 6,500,000 lb/sq. in.) tends to give values
consistently too high in the, range of slenderness ratios
(50 to 100) most common in structures. !i%e’:modified Xuler
curve in which E has a changing value equsl to ‘thetangent
modulus taken from the average stress—modulus diagram is
fairly satisfactory and safe but is not convenient for
ordinary engineering design purposes. The Eankine-Ritter
formula as modified is too conservative in the range of “--
slenderness ratios most frequently used and iS unsafe
for long columns.

.,.... ..

The data from the column tests indicate, however,
that a curve of the Rankine-Ritter type with a limiting
maximum stress a%out 95 percent of the compressive yield
strength of t he material seems to he. a satisfactory -
column curve for AM-57’S. In figure ‘7the test results
have %een plotted” with a curve of this type in which the
Values of the constants have been ar’b$trarily chosen to
give a good agree~ent with the test results. The result-
ing column formula for AM-57S” may be written” as fo-llews:,

(3)
.- .-
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twhere

P ult imat e col-ann

A cross-sectional

&,and ~
are defined

r of P/A has

.-

load, pounds”
.

area, square. inches

in euuation (1), and the value
.-

a maiiimum value equal to 95
perceat- of the compressive yie~d strength of
the material

This formula agrees reasonably well with the test
results, is fairly conservative, and has the advantage
of being’ very simple to apply. A suitable factor of
safety, of course, must be appli.e~ when determining the
allowable column stress in design,

It should. be appreciated in using equation (3) that
it is based on results of tests which are restricted to
one 10% of mag~esium alloy AM-575* There is no evidence

.-

t“o indicate how generally this formula may be applied to
other alloys. For aluminum alloys; it has been found
that a single basic type of columq formula can he a-p-
plied with reasonable accuracy to all the various alloys
simyly by so changing the constants that they hear .a
certain relation to tlie compressive yield strength of
the material. It is reasonable to believe that this
same condition might hold in the case of magnesium alloys.

Equation (3) can he written in the general form

‘“==(S7‘“
wher e

B original ordinate of the. curve, pounds per
squar e inch -..

,.
3

D— ~’ has a kaximum value equ~l to x
nax

‘.& y ercent

of the yield strength-. ,. . . . ..

and the other terms are as previously defined. Undoubted-
ly, a relation exists between the com~ressive yield strength

-“4

..- .

t .&
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*

and ,th”evalues of 3 and X which might be establis~ed
from test’ data on additional magnesium alloYs .

,.

“CONCLUSIONS
●

The following conclusion-s concerning magnesium
alloy AM—57S seem justified by the foregoing data and.
di.scu,ssion:.. ---

1. The compressive yield strength of the lot of
material tested is approximately one-half the tensile
yield strength; therefore, the compressive properties
rather than the tensile properties should be used in
computations for column strengths,

.

—. —

—.

2. The compressive yield strength can be satisfac-
torily obtained from the stress-shor’tening curve de–

-,
-,

ter?nined by measuring the relative” movement of the heads
of the. testing machine. This conclusion agrees with re–
SultS of previous work.on alUmlnUm alloys.

3. The use of the tangent modulus” in the.Euler
column formula gives a curve that agrees fairly well
with the column strengths developed.

A A tentat~~e column formula for magnei~um alloy

AM–57~ ; based on.the test results given herein, is as
follows:

480(30

A.

()

2

1 + 0.00075 22
r

where

P ultimate column load., pounds

A cross-sectional area, square inches

(3}

& slenderness ratio
r

K coefficient describing end conditions, taken as
1.00 for round ends and as 0.50 for flat ends
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and P/.4 has a maximum value ea_u.altO 95 percent of the
compressive yield strength of the material. This formula

fits the test tissults closely enough that it may be con-
sidered satisfactory for ordinary” engineering yurposes.
A suitable factor of safety must be applied to this
formula when determining allowable column stresses in
design.

-.

‘Aluminum Research Laboratories,
Aluminum Company of America,

New Kensington, Pa., February 43 1943.
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PROPERTIES OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY &K-57S

[Extruded angle, 2+5 by 2+ by 1/4 in.]

- +,

i.-

.
.

.
Specimen Tdnsiie

strength
(lb/sq in. )

I

1
1“

42, ?00

2 41,290”

3 42,550

4 42,180

5 ““ ~2 ,620 -

6 I 42,0~CI

7 “’ .43,2’00 “’
.!‘.,.

bTypical . “44,+00:

Elongat-ion
in 2 in.
(percent)

..

“3i,700”,... . .

,.. . “28,100
. . . . .

,.,;
29;700 : ““-’

. . . . . . . .

.29;800
. . ,.

28,:00”

.28,,,300
.

30,600

30,000

12.5 .

a12.0 “
. . . . .,,

12.0
.,

11.0 :,.
. .a12,-o.,

1.1.’5

., 15.0

14.0
.,.

Compressive
$ield stre~gth
(offset = 0.2’

yercent)
(lb/sq in. )

16.,000

14,300

15,000

15:,300 .

15,600

15,100

15,300

20,000 ‘

aBroke outside maiddle third.,.
‘See referen”c~ ~.. , . ‘~ ,, ...

..-, ;.:.-
,,., ,- ..,-.

——
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man II.- IMSOEIPTION OF 00LUKT SPECIMZIW OF W@LEWUiii AMXM AiL57S AND KESULTS OF TESTS

. [Z~ruded angle, 2* by ~ by 1/4 in.]

Length,

(in.}

9.93
19.65
29.20
9.30
{9.05
~~.95
7g.55

9.92
19.65
29.50

{
9.30

5::2
7g.55
gg.lo
126.I

Slendezmess

rat io

20

40

60

130

10C

120

160

20

40

60
W
100
120

m

203

21j7

]kedness e

(~j)

o

L .Ocu
.004
.026
.011
.006
.006

0
0
.003
.006
“.009
.012

.033

.072

.010

Initial

curvature

straight
O-curve
C-ourve
C-curve
C-aurve
&mrve
S-Ou.rve

Straight

Straight

C-curve

C-ourve

c-curve

S-ourve

O-curve

C-rove

C4urve

.Axea, k.

Weight 10W.I,?

(ib) (St;y.l (lb)

1. I

0.776 1.21
1.536 1.21
2.266 1.20

3.063 l.zl

{
.S27 1.’.zi
.600 l..a
6.10s 1.20

17,450
17,750
16,goo
10,150
7;550
5,s90
3,000

0.777
1.529
2.293

3.052
3.81s
4.y30
6.110
7.628
9-730

l.a

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.19

1s,250

17,460
18,170
17,35!?
lg,260
14,900
9,120
5.E?io
3.y30’

Colllm
strength,~

(lb/sqin.)

t
1 ,U20
I ,670
14,000
g,390
6,2M
4,g70
2,500

15,0~o
14,550
15,140
14,46Q
15,220
12,420
7,600
4,g75
3,010

lE designates specimens tested as columns with round ends (bsll-bearin~sphericalseats);~, speci-
mens tested- as coluums tith flat ends (fixed heads). .

2Crookabess as measured by inserting tMckness gages between specimen and a surface plate.

JCalculatd. from weight and length of specimen and nominal epecific gratityof~material (0.067
lb/cu in.). ~

.
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lT lC 9.R

a IF 2T 22 m

Ed ra 46 -.3T 3C m ,

I I I I 1 I
2R 6F 4!! Ml m

.

1
5T-B 5C 4R. m “ W-A

[ I I I I-T----I
6R 5EI 6C 6T-A

*

[ I I I I 1

Extra 3F. ” 7!C 713 3R

T tensile specimen R column specimen tested with round ends

C compressive specimen” F column Epecimen tested with flat ends

l?lgure l.- Locations of spechnens in pieces of baterial furnished.

extruded angle, 2-1/2 by 2-1/2 by 1/4 inches.
.

,!

Magnesium allw AM-57S;

I
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Figs. 2,3

.

.

.

—

Figure 2.- Comure6sivestress-str~incurve for”sDecimen3C. Length of snecimen,5.0 0
G

inct_es;area,1.20square i“.lches;L/r, 10. Relativemovement of heads of z
testingmachine interpretedau straina. 3

m

*“ ,-””” v r
4 I

/ -+ -’l!a~.14,000 I I I

/ f / II I)/- f 1. 11111

1/
(

- ~.ool+ Unit shortening,in./in.
(a) SpecimenlR; L, 9.93 inches;L/r, 20. (b),Specimen2R, which was accidentally”
loaded to about 12,000 pounds per s uare inch before testing;L, 19.65 inches;L/r,do.
(c)Specimen3R; L, 29.20 inches;L%, 60. (Loading: o first; x second; A third.)
(d) Specimen4R; L, 39.30 inches;L/r, 80. (e) Specimen5R; L, 49.05 inches;L/r, 100. ‘“
(f) Specimeni5R;L, 58.95 inchss; L/r,.120.(g) Specimen7R; L, 78.55 inches;L/r, 16U.

-.

-.

Figure 3.- Compressivestress-shorteningcurves for specimenstested as coluinswith
round ends. Shorteningdeterminedby measming the relative verticalmove-

ment of the heads of the teetingmachine.
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“)

.h

16,000

14,000

12,000

10,OOO

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0 ~.ool+ Unit shortening,in./in.
(a) Specimen,lF;L, 9.92 inches;L/r, 20.
(b) Specimen2F; L, 19.65 inches;L/r, 40. :$

(~) Specimen3F; L, 29.60 inchee;L/r, 60. 2
(d) Specimen4P; L, 39.30 inchee;L/r, 80.
(e) Speci.pen5F; L, 49.05 inches; L/r, 100.

II

(f) Specimen6F; L, 58.95 inches;Z/r, 120.
*

(g) Specimen7F; L, 78.55 inchem;L/ii-,160.
.0
z

Figure 4.- Compressivestress-shorteningcurves for epecimenstested as columnswith flat
ends. Shorteningdeterminedby measuring khe relative verticalmovement’ofthe e

heads of the teetingmachine.

16,000

14,000

12,000

10,OOO

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7“ 8 9. 10 11 12 13 Z106.
TangentmoduluB of eksticity, lb/sq in.

Figure 5.- Stress against tangentmodulus of ela8tioity,obtainedas the inarementof
stresedivided by the incrementof strain.Length of specimen,5.0 inches;

L/r, 10.
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16,000

14,000
.

’52,000
~

‘.1O,OOO
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Figure 6.- Column stren&h of magnesiumalloy A?d-57s.
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Figure 7.- Column strengthof magnesiumalloy AM-57S.


